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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Significance of the Study
Patients who have been hospitalized in a neuro-psychiatric hospital
face not only reality problems, but fesurs at the prospect of returning to
environments which often contributed to the onset of their illnesses.
They have deep feelings about this even before they leave the protective
environment of the hospital. These feelings are not wholly resolved even
with the help of the hospital staff (this would be a herculean task) but
often they go unrecognized. Even though the patient's appeal for help in
this area may be couched in the most obscure terms, it is nonetheless sig¬
nificant, This writer shall attempt to show that the recognition and the
extension of services in this area are necessary functions of the hospital
psychiatric social worker in helping the patient plan for hospital depar¬
ture.
The above statement is substantiated by the Veterans Administration
pamphlet which states the followingt
Under the leadership of the psychiatrist, the psychiatric social
worker provides a variety of services to patients and families
throughout all phases of hospitalization - from admission to discharge.
These services are designed to facilitate the patient's constructive
use of his hospital environment emd to improve his social adjustment
to the community.
The social worker has responsibility for contributing to diag¬
nostic understemding and treatment of the patient through purposeful
social histories and by sharing with the psychiatrist and other pro¬
fessional staff the nature of social service contacts with the patient
and his family.
The social worker helps psychiatric patients directly by sharing
their mixed feelings about hospitalization and treatment, by mobiliz¬
ing their strength to assvime some responsibility for getting well, by
keeping them and their families in touch with each other, and by pre¬
paring them for the most appropriate kind of social life in the com¬
munity when they are ready to leave the hospital on trial visit to
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their families or on discharge.
The role of the social worker is often an important factor in
total treatment. The social worker sees relatives when they bring the
patient on admission and subsequently on their visits to the hospital
and helps them with their own feelings about mental Illness and how
they can best help the oatient in his post-hospital adjustment. Plan
for his release on trial visit are discussed with them at the„ point
when it appears that he will soon be able to leave the hospital.
The neuro-psychiatric hospital social worker supervises patients
at home on trial visits when they live near the hospital, or arranges
for the Regional Office social worker to provide such supervision for
patients whose homes are at a distance. Social workers have repson-
sibility for location and supervision of foster homes for patients who
cannot go on trial visit to their own homes
This writer observed what he considered to be a tendency among workers
to focus on the reality problems facing a patient about to leave the hos¬
pital, Psychic problems also vitally affect tl;ie nature of the adjustment
he mi^t later be able to make when he returns to the commtmity. His fear
around the possibility of recurrence of illnessj his concept of the author¬
itative aspects of the hospital, are no less significant than where he will
work, or whether he can get along with his wife.
Many patients who are about to return to their commimities from the
protective environment of a neuro-psychiatric hospital have ambivalent
feelings. Many see the return to the community as the staff's "vote of con¬
fidence" that their illness no longer exists or that it is no longer inca¬
pacitating. On the other hand, they are beset with doubts about their abil¬
ity to cope with the environment and fear return to the hospital at the
first hint of problems. It must be borne in mind that these patients have,
no doubt, suffered a severe blow to their ego integration by being hospital¬
ized, whether expressed by them or not. This has been brought out in
Veterans Administration Department of Medicine and Surgery, Social
Service Program of Veterans Administration. (Washington, 1953), p, 4*
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definite and clear cut terms by Arthur Fink in his discussion regarding the
patient's reaction to illness when he stated that,
Perhaps the most obvious reaction of individuals to illness is
reflected in the fears which are aroused. There are fears of death,
of amputation, of prolonged hospitalization, of taking anaesthetics,
of wearing appliances, of receiving services for which payment cannot
be made. Clearly many of these are related to the fears which any of
us have of being shorn of our usual powers, of losing our independence,
of sacrificing some part of ourselves, of giving up control of ouir-
selves, of not being whole.^
Although the above passage refers specifically to the fears common to
patients with somatic ailments, it seemed most applicable also to those
with fears of not being whole in the psychic sphere. Their common fears
of being laughed at, condescended to, turned down, catered to, and manip¬
ulated are also related to fears of sacrificing parts of themselves and of
not being whole. It is within the province of the social worker to attempt
to recognize and to offer help with these fears. Ruth Smalley has com¬
mented upon this in the Social Seirvice Review.
It is the social worker in the hospital who stands ready through
the use of process that contributes her unique skill to help the in¬
dividual patient having difficulty in using inner and outer resoxirces
to use for the purpose of his and the hospital's purpose. It is
within her special competence to set in motion and to control a pro¬
cess her definite role in the hospital, through which the patient, in
living human relationships with her, may find a new balance and whole¬
ness, a new courage and strength in the use of himself as he deals
with some problems in the reality of his hospital life. Mobilization,
making movable, setting in motion, the resources within the Individual
as they connect with the resources outside, is the veiy essence of
her purpose and skill,^
Separation from the hospital to return to community living is In every
sense a reality of the patient's hospital life. In fact it is theoretica^y
2
Arthur E, Fink, The Field of Social Work (New York, 1942), p. 285.
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Ruth Smalley,"Mobilization of Resources Within the Individual,"
Social Service Review. (Septeniber, 1953), p. 304.
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the ultimate goal of hospitalization that he shoizld return vdth renewed
and reinforced strengths. The social worker has not oompletel7 fulfilled
his role so long as the patient is left with crippling fears in this re¬
gard for which he has, as best he could communicate, sought help*
Purpose of the Study
The purposes of the study were to examine some of the ways that this
writer (who trained for six months in a neuro-psychiatric hospital) sought
to help some patients recognize and to face fears relating to separation
from the hospital. The study represented an attempt to point up some of
the frequently disguised appeals for help (often including the denial of
the need for help) peculiar to the individual requesting it. Because the
casework process involves an interactive, affective relationship between
the worker and the patient, this writer's method, role and feelings were
included in these cases. It was further the intention of the writer to
stress how the patient's fears tended to diminish as his capacity for re¬
lationship grew stronger.
Method of Procedure
The chief method of procedure employed by the writer was case study.
All the cases represented were ones in which the writer worked directly
with the patient in attempting to prepare him for hospital departure.
Pertinent data were extracted from various records on the patient, such as,
the social service record, the clinical folder and the correspondence files.
Although all of the patients represented were not able to leave the hospital
for various reasons, at one time plans were being made by the staff toward
that end. This writer noted either a decrease in fears or a changed
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attitude on the part of patients after his attempts to help them in these
areas.
Personal interviews were held with various members of the psychiatric
team actively engaged with the case, including psychaitrist, social workers,
psychologists and counselors. Material from publications was used to high¬
light and to support the findings presented in this paper.
Since the patients problems were related to his feelings regarding
(1) fear of the recurrence of his illness, (2) fear of the attitudes of
the environment, (3) fear of his relationships with the hospital while on
trial visit, these three areas were handled separately in terms of how
the worker may help the patient in each area. This was done with the know¬
ledge that a problem of fear related to one of these areas will have sig¬
nificance for all other areas. That is to say that they are interrelated.
Scope and Limitations
The cases selected represent ten cases on which the writer was active
with these patients at a Veterans Administration neuro-psychiatric hospital.
The period covered was from September 4» 1954 to February 25, 1955. All
the patients represented ^cept one (from a neighboring state) were from
New York,
The nature and extent of these patients' illnesses varied but in all
cases, at one point, they had recovered sufficiently to have been consid¬
ered for a possible return to their communities on a trial visit basis.
Whether or not they were finally able to do so is not the factor to be
stressed. The focus was on the growth of a relationship between worker and
patient and how, consequently, the latter was able to face some of his
fears around returning to the^ community.
CHAPTER II
PROBLEMS AND GOALS IN ATTEMPTING TO HELP THE PATIENT
It is safe to assume that the psychotic patient has had difficulties
in his interpersonal relationships. He has found reality so harsh or so
unyielding he has had to take leave of it. With the modem psychiatric
team approach coupled with the interest and support of his environment,
many patients may be wooed to re-enter the world of reality. There is no
alchemic process, however, whereby his former interpersonal difficulties
cam be transformed into mature ones. He is often sensitive, suspicious
and defensive. These are manifestations of fear. Perhaps the most strik¬
ing feature presented by psychotics in remission is the distortion of the
fear amd the magnifying of it.
With neuro-psychiatric patients who are sufficiently recovered to
leave the hospital setting, some emxiety at the prospect of returning to
the community is an appropriate affect. He fears that his difficulties
with the environment with which he was tinable to cope prevlotasly will be
multiplied due to his illness. He is aware of the cultural feelings with
regard to mental amd emotional Illness. The awkwardness, the uneasiness
with which society attempts to deal witii him does not escape his notice.
This represents a part of his fear of himself. What are some of the as¬
pects of this fear of the self so prevalent in post-psychotic patients?
There is the deep hostility which is directed against the self and against
others, although he might be able to repress these hostile impulses in
both cases. The possibility of this hostility becoming tmcontrollable
when he returns to the unsheltered environment of the community (where
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protective features are not always in evidence) is indeed frightening to
him.
The December, 1954 Infornation Bulletin of the Veterans Administration
states as follows:
Those of us who work with the mentally ill have come to learn
that the ability of such a heindicapped person to live in the commu¬
nity is dependent in large part on the attitudes of his family, his
neighbors and his associates. Their understanding and acceptance of
the psychiatrically disabled person influence greatly how he will meet
their expectations of conduct and performance.
A community aware of the needs of people handicapped by psycho¬
logical disabilities and making efforts to meet these needs performs
a service to all its citizens. Everyone gains - the handicapped per¬
son who derives the satisfactions of productive community and family
life and the tax paying citizen whose taxes can be put to use other
than maintaining the disabled in the hospital.^
Another significant area of fears that almost continuously hatants the
post-psychotic patient is the possibility of the recurrence of illness. At
first glance, it would seem that since he once found reality too harsh, it
would have little appeal to him. This is not time. He did not find a sol¬
ace in illness because he has suffered intensely. Psychiatrist have ob¬
served that even the most regressed patient has not completely broken with
reality. When his psychosis is in remission, he fears a relapse. It should
serve to high-light the depth of this fear to say that the schizophrenias
have been described as "the living death". While not entirely analagous to
the fear of death itself, there is sufficient similarity to warrant a com¬
parison. To have a lucid ego ideal of oneself and to live in fear that
this might cease to exist at any time can be as anxiety provoking as a dis¬
eased heart.
Veterans Administration Department of Medicine and Surgery Information
Bulletin, Community Education. (Washington, 1954)» p» !•
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Rollo May touches on the above point in his book The Meaning of Anxi¬
ety, He writes as follows*
Since anxiety threatens the basis of selfhood, it is described
on the philosophical level as the realisation that one may cease to
exist as a self. This is phrased by Tillich as the threat of "non-
being." One is a being, a self, but there is at any moment, the pos¬
sibility of "not being," The normal smxiety associated in the minds
of most people with death is one common form of this anxiety. But
the dissolution of the self may consist not simply of physical deathj
it may consist also of the loss of psychological or spiritual meaning
which is identified with one's existence as a self - i.e,, the threat
of meeininglessness, Hence Kierkegaard's statement that anxiety is
the "fear of nothingness" means in this context, the fear of becoming
nothing,5
With all of the aforementioned deep fears, and there are many others,
the post-psychotic attempts to reassemble and to reinforce his defenses
against them. Often these are variants of either denial of problems and
fears or of overthostility, negativism, and circumstantiality. If not sus¬
picious of relationships, he is usually dependent or presents a facade of
euphoria, but in any case there is a flaw in his ability to relate. Elsie
Stephens has pointed out the tremendous need and longing for a meaningful
relationship shovm by many post-psychotic patients. She writes as follows*
The formulation of treatment plana must include at least six con¬
siderations about the reality problem of the socially resistive post-
psychotic schizophrenic. They are (1) he reveals a basis unwillingness,
far exceeding that encountered in neurotics, to change his interpreta¬
tions of reality; (2) the patient's negative perceptiions of reality
have a purposeful aim meaning related to containing himself as an
individual in his own right; (3) his unwillingness to accept society's
values, which bring help to him also creates within him an enormous
burden of guilt over his difficulties with society; (4) he really longs
for someone to help him dissolve his rebelliousness and especially to
relieve him of his crippling guilt - and yet to have nothing taken
from him; (5) he sets up a relationship formula and only by way of it
can he give a relationship; in essence, this is the agreement of an
"authoritative" person with at least some of his negative perceptions
and; (6) with his experioice of this kind of relationship he does not
5
Rollo May, The Meaning of Anxiety (New York, 1950), p, 193
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tend to use the worker's agreement to enhance a psychotic, distorted
reality, but, instead, appears to gain more confidence and to make
efforts to meet reality demands.
The post-psychotic schizophrenic does not live in a world of de¬
lusions, but he often maintains a rebelliousness against acceptance
of the approach, attitudes and social behavior of the socially com¬
fortable person. He feels he cannot get a job because of his hospital
experience, or that no one will pay him if he does work, or that peo¬
ple talk about him because he has been mentally ill, or that people
discriminate against him, or reject him in favor of others and so on.,
With the neurotic person having such feelings, the worker would
go over the situations in which he developed these feelings, asking
questions about details and helping the person to reevaluate them in
the light of reality. But with the person showing schizophrenic ten¬
dencies, because of his very weak &md tenuous ego, something more is
needed. Very often the situation is just as the patient describes it.
A worker learns from dealing with a large number of these patients
that the compulsion to provoke other ueople creates situations in
which the patient is actually rejected because of his extreme shyness,
sensitivity to the "bad* side of others, or aggressiveness. The man¬
ifest behavior of persons with schizophrenia tends to provoke antag¬
onism, discourage success, and breed pessimism. Therefore, the patient
sees people not only as reflected from his tumultous past but also as
in light of reality.
The crux of the problem seems to be that if these, sitviatlons had
been approached with a universally accepted set of positive defenses,
instead of the patient's own set, which are deeply negative, the situ¬
ation, in all probability, would have been different, and hence more
positive.
It is the case worker's responsibility then, to tmderstand and
to yield to the patient's compulsive need for others, especially some¬
one whom he regards as an author!torlan person, to believe in, to em¬
pathize with, his side of the story. Only when he experiences the
acceptance of some of his basic observations and perceptions can he
dissolve much of his unwillingness and rebellion. This seems to be
possible because nothing is taken from him that he does not wish to
relinquish. Since the patient gives every indication of already know¬
ing the way of social behavior but of having becomd estranged from it
in varying degrees, he can accept the worker's direction of his new
willingness toward accepteuice of a more positive approach to life for
his own sake and not primarily to please others. The idea of this two
way transaction seems to represent a longed-for solution to the patient.
If appears that this rebel from society's way of life can accept crit¬
icism of approach but not of his perceptions. Dr. Powermaker states
that "the need of the patient for someone who will try to understaind
what he is endeavoring to communicate is made clear by the remark of
a patient, "If others don't agree, it meems you're wrong, it takes so
much strength to be a minority of one." This enervating and fjruitiess
effort toward, and the guilt engendered by such a goal, are our great¬
est allies in treatment."
Historically, this patient was exposed to the same cultural values
but liiey did not "take" for reasons inherent in the disease. Dr,
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Powermaker helps us to understand the patient’s response to society
and states why we cannot, outside of particular setting and relation-
whip, correct his negative perceptions. Even with ideal conditions,
it suggests a very difficult task. The question "who is right" and
the feeling "I must be wrong but am I wrong", remain. She helps us
further to understand why the patient cannot easily relinquish this
viewpoint, "Unlike the neurotic, these patient ... associate the
giving up of their perceptions and feeling of loss ... of not being
an individixal in my own-right,
Once the worker is able to move toward the establishment of a relation-
whip with a post-psychotic patient, the latter will become more .comfortable
in sharing underlying fears around the prospect of separating from the hos¬
pital, Often, however, the patients have great difficulties around the
area of communication. This has no reference, necessarily, to verbal dif¬
ficulties of communication but to his difficulties in forming meaningful
relationships and to his need to be defensive in terms of his past illness.
As mentioned earlier, this often takes the form of denial of problems an¬
ticipated in readjusting to the commxmlty. Despite denial, fears around
the prospect of returning to the community crop up inadvertently, and the
skilled case worker is able to recognize and to help the patient express
them. It is well to heed the advice of Annette Garrett, who states:
The Interviewer's first aim, as we have said repeatedly, is to
understand as fully as possible, his client's problan. To do this
successfully he must interpret the many clues to the underlying situ¬
ation which the client presents through his behavior and conversAtion.
Rarely is the client sufficiently self conscious to know smd to be
able to give a straight-forward account of the crucial factors which
lie at the base of his difficulty. The inteiTriewer must discover
these for himself by going beneath the surface of the client's remarks
and understanding their more theui superficial significance. Just as
a physician must go beyond the symptoms, say, fever or bad cough, to
the cause of the patient's illness, say, pneumonia or tuberculosis.
^Isie Stephens, "The Schizophrenic in Remission - Diagnostic and
Treatment Considerations," Journal of Psychiatric Social Work. (January,
1954)» pp. 59-60,
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so the case work interviewer must look for the underlying anxiety or
rear which is syn^jtomatically indicated by hostility or dependency or
chronic invalidism,'^
Of course there is danger in the too facile framing of hypotheses as
to the basis of a patient's difficulty and as to what he is really attempt¬
ing to communicate. The worker should beware lest he find himself attempt¬
ing to "tailor make* the patient to the theory rather than vice versa.
Once the problem areas have been identified, the worker is then able
to begin planning how hospital resources may be most effectively used in
attempting to meet the needs of this patient with this unique set of prob¬
lems, This brings to mind a third great s^rea of fear found in many patients
namely, his relationship to the hospital. Convalescent leaves and trial
visits are often seen merely as a kind of parole. Underlying this is their
concept of a neiuro-psychiatric hospital as a prinitive institution. The
frequency with which patients coo^are the locked doors and the routlnlzed
day to that of a penal institution is not the only similarity that strikes
them. It is not rare to hear patients express the opinion that they shovild
be allowed to return to the community because of "good behavior" while in
the hospital. If he leaves the hospital on trial visit with this kind of
concept, his attempts to adjust to the community are apt to be merely con¬
forming and mechanical. He will not derive much satisfaction from the com¬
munity living if this is the case and a goal of treatment will not have
been realized. It is another job for the worker to attenqst to make the pa¬
tient's relationships with the authority of the hospital less threatening
to him.
Annette Garrett, Interviewing - Its Principles and Methods (New York,
194’2), p. ii!7»
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In Elsie Stephens article "The Schizophrenic in Remission", she men¬
tioned the patient's longing for a relationship, especially with someone
that he regards as an authoritarian person. Actually, in the case of the
social worker, the authority aspect can be a barrier to a deeper relation¬
ship as well as an asset. The patient is ambivalent toward the worker.
Here is a warm, interested, and understanding person, yet one who is a part
of the hospital and an authority figure. "He's a nice guy, but if I tell
him too much he might tell the doctors that I am not ready to leave the
hospital yet." Very often the patient responds positively to the warm,
permissive atmosphere created by the worker and then dramatically adopts a
more rigid, circumstantial attitude. True, this may be due to guilt feel¬
ings centered around unburdening himself too much. It is also often at¬
tributable to the sudden realization that the worker is cloaked with a cer¬
tain amount of authority. All of the patient's associations, centered
aroiand authority figures (symbolized to the worker) are thus brought forth
whether this is taken up with the patient or not. It could be that he mi^t
not be fully conscious of them.
Modem neuro-psychiatric hospitals are aware of the problems and fears
facing the patient. Trial visits (in some cases, referred to as convales¬
cent leaves) allow him to try out his ability to gradually readjust to the
community. At the s£ime time, he has the security of knowing that he can
return to the hospital for further treatment, if indicated. In Veterans
Administration hospitals, the patient on trial visit is seen periodically
by a social worker in the Regional Office or Veterans Administration hos¬
pital in the area nearest his home. This lasts for the duration of the
trial visit, which is usually one year, unless the patient is discharged
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while on trial visit before the end of that time. Trial visit periods are
for ninety days after which time an evaluation of the nature of the patienVs
adjustment is forwarded to the Social Service staff of his hospital by the
social worker seeing him. Upon the recommendation of the hospital medical
staff, the patient can be granted an additional ninety day extension, dis¬
charged or requested to return for further treatment. After the end of a
year,, he-is discharged from trial visit. In some cases, a patient may be
discharged outright without first having a trial visit or leave. This is
called a Maximum Hospital Benefits discharge and the patient severs con¬
nections with the hospital. This type of discharge meets the needs of some
patients, whereas a trial visit would not be indicated.
One of the Veterans Administration bulletins states as follows:
Patients not directly supervised by the hospital granting the
trial visit are referred to the Regional Office Social Service for as¬
sistance in adjustment within their family group and re-establishment
in the community; also for periodic evaluations of their adjustment.
The patient may need help in establishing more satisfying relation¬
ships with others, in regaining his economic security, and in using
all possible community resources that will aid in his readjustment.
This help may involve modification of attitudes and anxieties of per¬
sons important in his environment, which result from their lack of
understiding of his illness or even more fundamental attitudes toward
him. The patient emd the family may be uneasy over a civil status or
incompetency. The patient may fear to seek, or to try to maintain em¬
ployment and may need help in locating sources of employment. The
family may need help with their problems in living with an emotionally
ill veteran in order to advance his adjustment and to prevent their
pressures for rehospitalization. The evaluation of the patient's ad¬
justment may be needed by the responsible hospital or by other depart¬
ments in such decisions as the veteran's continuation on trial visit
or return to, or discharge from the hospital, his con^jetency or the
advisability of a guardian. In addition, any physical Indications of
necessity for medical treatment need to be brought to the attention of
the appropriate medical resources by the social worker. The patient
continues to be the responsibility of the hospital medical staff.
In carrying out the above program, the social worker must have access
to psychiatric consultation and guidance, either directly from the




The Veterans Administration Regional Office social worker (referred to
as the liason worker because in some cases, the patient is seen by a Vet¬
erans Administration hospital worker nearest his home and not by a Regional
Office worker) continues to work with the patient's fears and problems. Be¬
fore the patient leaves the hospital, attempts are made to help him accept
the interest in him that the liason worker will offer. This is one of the
main goals in preparing a patient for trial visits. Sally Knisely points
out that the patient cannot really grasp the full meaning of the trial visit
concept until he becomes involved in it. The following excerpts from her
paper will elaborate the reasons that she believes this to be so.
The authoritative quality of certain casework procedures has spe¬
cial significance in this program and must be seen from the patient's
point of view. Consider the position of a patient when his trial visit
is about to begin. Before he leave the hospital, his trial visit sta¬
tus is discussed with him either by the hospital social worker or by
the Regional Office worker. In either case, aspects of trial visit
interpretation may be forgotten once the patient is outside the hospi¬
tal, This is true not only because of the patient's mental illness
and his thoughts about returning home, which are uppermost in his mind,
but because the trial visit concept is one he cannot grasp until it
has begun to be an actual experience for him. Once on trial visit sta¬
tus, and returned to his family, he leaves behind him much of the real¬
istic and distorted authoritative qualities he may have associated with
the hospital. Yet, certain realistic aspects of the hospital author¬
ity are still present. Technically, he is a hospital patient during
his entire year of trial visit and various tasks delegated to the so¬
cial worker can be labeled authoritarian although these can be used
constructively with the patient,^
g
Veterams Administration Technical Bulletin 10 A-198, Social Service
Functions in Veterans Administration Resdonal Offices and Centers with
Regional Office Activities. (Washington, 1949), p. 2.
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Sally Knisely, "Authority: A Factor in the Casework Relationship
with Trial Visit Patients," Journal of Psychiatric Social Work. (October,
1954), pp. 37-41.
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Although the patient may forget certain aspects of trial visit inter¬
pretation this does not detract from the value of pre-trial visit interpre¬
tation with him in which he has an opportunity to express his fears. The
patient, seeing the interest and the attempts to tinderstand his problems
shown by the worker in the hospital, is thereby better able to relate to a
liaSon worker who will see him whai he returns to his community. It is too
ambitious a goal to expect the social worker in the hospital to help the
patient to fully resolve his fears. The recognition and the help gained by
the social worker around the patient's underlying fears ceui possibly ac¬
complish three more modest though importauit results. Although the changes
in the patient's attitude and the alleviation of his immobilizing fears may
be so slight as to be almost imperceptible, he may begin to see society in
a more positive, less threatening way. With sensitive interpretation of
hospital policies with regard to trial visit, he might begin to feel that
the hospital (through the liason. worker) will in a friendly way, keep its
eye on him rather them be on the lookout of him. Not the least important
possible result is that through the warm, genuine interest of the hospital
social worker, he may become more trusting of relationships in general.
CHAPTER III
THE INTERACTIVE PROCESS CASES
Attempts to build and to maintain a relationship with a post-psychotic
patient requires a great deal of sensitivity. It has been said that neriro-
psychiatric patients have heightened powers in gauging the genuineness or
superficiality of an interest in him. It can be said with assurance, how¬
ever, that he certainly is observative and that an error which might be
considered trivial can have a disastrous effect on the relationship. Fail¬
ure to listen, the giving of premature reassurance, deter the patient from
sharing more significant problem areas with the worker. If the worker, in
guiding the interview,'fails to move into significant areas that the pa¬
tient faces, (such as his feelings about his illness) it can have a nega¬
tive effect on movement. This is true in spite of the fact that the worker
may have succeeded in creating a warm £uid permissive atmosphere. The need
of the patient to deny having any problems may continue even though he may
appear to relate to the worker in a superficial way. The following cases
should illustrate these points.
The Case of Mr, A
Mr. A, an 18 year old, single, white. Catholic patient, carried
a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction,.chronic, severe. Upon admis¬
sion to the previous hospital three months prior to transfer to the
Veterans Administration hospital, he was described as having auditory
hallucinations, bizarre behavior, frankly psychotic. The affect evi¬
denced was that of apprehension, suspiciousness, incoherence, agita¬
tion and -fear, Although he subsequently became quiet and cooperative
on the ward, he was seclusive and had to be led around and shown how
to do the simplest tasks. At the Veterans Administration hospital he
was extremely apprehensive as if he feared an attack.
Mr. A, oldest of three siblings, was reared in a foster home
since the age of three. By a court order, he and his brother were
placed in one foster home while their sisters were placed in another.
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Mr. A's natural parents were described as constantly bickering and
generally ranstable. His mother, who died several years ago, served
time in a penal institution for bigamy and was said to be am alcoholic.
The patient was once deserted by his mother during infamcy. His nat¬
ural father, a highly emotional man, shot the patient's mother within
a week following their marriage,
Mr, A enjoyed a warm relationship with his foster parents and fos¬
ter siblings. His foster mother died a few years ago also. There was
evidence of competition between patient's natural father and his fos¬
ter father for his affection. Each stated, however, that Mr. A was
free to make up his own mind, as to where he wanted to live upon being
discharged from the hospital,
Mr, A completed high school and was described by school author¬
ities as having dull normal intelligence.
Mr, A appeared to be passive, highly emotional, somewhat self-
debasing of himself. For example, he stated that he worked with his
hands because he could not do emjrthing with his brain. He was very
compliant and solicitous toward authority. During the first inteirview,
after some discussion on his hospital activities, he abruptly asked
the worker whether he knew what it was like to be a foster child.
When the worker attempted to convey sympathy by referring to his past
work with foster children, Mr, A placed his head on the desk and wept
softly. Upon regaining composure, he spoke freely of his positive
feelings toward his foster father and of his hostility for his natural
father.
During the next four inteirviews, which were largely confined to
planning for passes and discussing his adjustment on previous ones,
the relationship did not deepen noticeably. He evidenced a consistent
pattern of denial of any problems or anxieties on his previous week¬
end passes or any anticipated problems in the future,
Mr, A never seemed to relax his concept of the worker as an author¬
ity figure, A statement made during the fifth contact with him will
illustrate this fact. The time of the interview conflicted with an
activity which he was to attend. The worker informed him that the in-
teiwiew would be eua abbreviated one in order that he might not have to
miss, the whole activity. He replied, "That's all right, I'de rather
talk with you - wouldn't rather either, but it's necessary to talk with
you,^ The worker focused on this in a non-threatening way, asking why
he felt it to be necessary. He abridged his statement and later added
that he profited more from talking with worker because he was helping
him,
*
Mr, A was presented to the medical staff to be considered for trial
visit rather abruptly, with less than a week's notice. A segment of the
next to the last interview which the worker had with him should Illustrate
how the patient, unwittingly expressed his fears of the possibilities of
returning to the commiinity. This portion of the interview is as follows:
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Worker, having taken up several aspects of trial visit with Mr,
A began to move toward a discussion of the technicalities of trial
visit. He asked whether he would be given a chance to meet the liason
worker before leaving the hospital. It was explained to him that as
his trial visit had come up suddenly, that could not be arranged. The
worker then recognized with him the anxiety that is commonly felt at
the prospect of meeting a new person with whom one is to have a cer¬
tain kind of relationship in the future.
Mr. A had no questions around the duration of trial visit, but
instead continued to deny any problem areas anticipated at the pros¬
pect of returning to the community. Later, he abruptly asked what
would happen if he became ill after the year while he is to remain on
trial visit, has elapsed. The worker recognized this as a reflecting
fear of recurrence of illness and pointed out to him his ambivalent
feelings at the prospect of separation from the hospital. He was able
to accept this and for the first time to share his problems with the
worker. One bit of evidence that he had begun to seek help with his
fears is that at the conclusion of the interview, he asked that trial
visit interpretation be also taken up with his foster father. He
wanted the latter to also share in the hospital's approach to patients
about to reenter the commimity and the help that it hoped to offer*
It should be noted that Mr. A seemed to retain his concept of the
worker as an authority figure that he was "supposed to see" tmtil the next
to the last Interview, The worker was able to focus on the fears that the
patient faced as he had never been able to do in the past. There is an¬
other factor however. Often, the patient about to reenter the community,
is deeply motivated to ventilate his fears with a member of the hospital
staff, especially if he has a reason to suppose that he would be receptive
and understanding.
The Case of Mr, B
Mr, B, a 23 year old, single, white. Catholic veteran with a di¬
agnosis of schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, was admitted to the
hospital in September, 1954. His initial hospitalization occxirred .
while he was in the krmy when he sustained a gunshot wound in the foot
while attempting to escape from an Army stockade. He was hospitalized
originally for this condition but later his suspiciousness became
evident. He felt that he was being accused of being a Communist amd
he feared that he would be killed. He was seclusive and hostile al¬
though no1j overtly so. During the early part of his hospitalization,
he was disoriented as to the identity of his parents and as to place.
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Mr, B, the second of four siblings (sisters aged 25 and 18, a
brother age 5) had a relatively normal childhood. He graduated from
high school and shortly before volunteering for the Army, he worked
in a machine shop, Mr, B's ward physician, in an interview with his
mother, stated that she, too, evidenced thinking of a paranoid nature.
She expressed the feeling that his illness constituted punishment as
she had carried an anti-war placard during the Korean campaign, Mr,
B’s father had a smattering of understauiding of his son's illness but
equated it somewhat with laziness and worthlessness. Despite these
negative factors, Mr, B's family showed continued interest in him;
visiting regularly and expressing a desire to have him home on passes,
Mr, B was in rather poor contact upon worker’s initial interview
with him. He was agitated and he repeatedly demanded discharge from
the hospital. He stated that he sometimes felt that the hospital was
actually hell and that his parents were dead. The worker became anx¬
ious at this bizarre ideation and when Mr. B asked for a cigarette,
the worker gave him half of a pack. On several subsequent contacts,
Mr, B refused to talk with the worker. By early December, 1954» his
condition had iit^roved and he became more spontemeous emd accessible.
During an interview he was able to express the fact that he had been
ill and also to accept the worker's pointing out his expressed ambiv¬
alent feelings vdth regard to his illness.
In mid-December, 1954» after Mr. B's retium from a pass (and after
which his ward physician informed worker that Mr, B was to be presented to
the medical staff to be considered for trial visit with Ms faunily within
week) the following interview took place:
Mr. B began by informing the worker that he was to be considered
for trial visit but that he wasn't ready. Continuing, he stated that
he was afraid and that he did not think that the hospital had helped
him since he wotild always remain the same. The worker pointed out
his ambivalence in this regard, that is, he did not feel that he was
being helped in the hospital and yet it seemed hard for him to think
of leaving. The worker remarked that it was natural for him to have
doubts about himself with regard to returning to the community after
having been away. He continued his introspection, observing that he
gets discoTiraged easily and has adways been so. Mentioning his diffi¬
culty in expressing himself, he said that he noticed on his pass that
he had wemted to talk with his family but pretty soon they all raua out
of ideas.
During the discussion of the technical aspects of trial visit,
the worker mentioned the ninety day trial visit period with the possi¬
bility of an extension. Mr, B remarked, "I'll never get out of the
hospital at that rate." When the protective features of trial visit
were taken up with him, he asked,"What if I should figure that some¬
body is plotting against me?" He then related an incident that oc¬
curred during his most recent pass. He had gone to a movie and a man
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bekind him kept blowing cigarette smoke* At first he thought that it
W6U3 accidental but decided to tell him that he didn’t like it auid did
so. Mr. B said that he was later disappointed with himself for not
striking the man.
The worker noted that Mr, B seemed to be depressed. He referred
to Mr, B's earlier statement that he became disappointed easily and
wondered how he felt while on pass. He revealed that he had had an
Impulse to harm himself while on pass. Late one night, he went down
to the railroad tracks with the intention of throwing himself across
the tracks. He decided against it as he feared that he would get his
clothing dirty, he said.
The above information was shared with the medical staff, who decided
against his leaving on trial visit. That he did not wsuit to leave was evi¬
denced by the fact that he refused to appear in the waiting room to be pre¬
sented to the staff.
Both in the case of Mr, A and Mr, B, the prospect of leaving for trial
visit shortly, was a factor in ■ftieir sharing of their fears with the worker,
Mr. A, whose psychosis had been in remission for a fairly long period, seemed
to fear the possibility of a recurrence of illness, Mr, B feared his hostile
and destnictive Impulses, He knew that the "cigarette smoking" incident did
not represent well behavior. It seemed as if he broke in abruptly to turn
the topic of discussion to this to show why he should not return to the com¬
munity - because he was too ill. The, impulse toward self harm that he re¬
vealed to the worker is obviously related to fear of the self. When the
worker met the test that he gave by relating the "cigarette incident," he
felt free to share with him further and thus, related how he had considered
suicide.
In many cases, the patient's condition is to such nature that he is
unable to face the implications of his illness. The case of Mr, C should
serve to highlight this fact.
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The Case of Mr, C
Mr. C, a 22 year old single, white patient with a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, hebephrenic type was admitted to the Veterans
Administration hospital in June, 1952. He had been hospitalized on at
least four previous occasions. During his course of hospitalization,
he was assaultive and showed mute withdrawal to the point that he re¬
fused to eat. Although he had no insight into his illness, he was in
fairly good contact during several months prior to the worker's first
contact with him.
Mr, C, the youngest of fifteen children, seemed to have an inter¬
ested closely knit family, although they showed total lack of insight
into his illness. His father committed suicide when the patient was
in his early adolescence. No circrimstsmces were known around this
other than he had once said that a poor man should not live beyond
fifty, Mr, C's mother attributed the onset of his, illness to his fa¬
ther's sxiicide.
One incident should illustrate the family's attitude about his
illness. In early 1954, while on a leave from the hospital, Mr. C be¬
came upset at the theatre when his girl friend declined his marriage
proposal. He dashed from the theatre and was foimd the next morning
wandering in the vicinity of his sister's home. He had apparently
spent the night in a hallway as his wallet and bankbook were found
there. He had either lost or given away his watch. His mother at¬
tached little significance to this and told the previous worker that
these articles belonged to her son, implying that he had a right to
be careless with them if he so desired. This defensiveness and un¬
willingness to face-Mr. C's Illness seemed to have been a common at¬
tribute among feimily members.
The worker saw Mr. C four times around pass preparation and eval¬
uation of adjustment while on pass. He was in fairly good contact
but was somewhat flat in affect. During the last interview, he showed
signs of a beginning relationship with the worker. He stated that his
relatives wanted him home for good. Upon being asked had he talked
with his ward physician in this regard, he expressed a preference in
favor of talking with the worker. Encouraged to tell why he felt this
to be so, he said that he felt the worker was interested in him. He
was informed as to the interest of the entire professional staff. In
response to this, he said that talking with the doctor was harder and
more painful.
Following Mr, C's last pass in early December, his mother and
brother began to press for a trial visit for the patient. By letter
and by telephone contacts, they stated that they planned to take him
to a southern state where most of his siblings and other relatives
lived. He was presented to the staff to be considered for tiral visit
but a decision was postponed pending more specific information regard¬
ing the family's plans. Shortly after being notified of the staff's
decision, Mr. C's condition worsened. He became assaultive, laughed
inappropriately, and was generally disturbed,
A week later, the patient's sister, Mrs. L, visited. As Mr. C's
ward physician was tmable to be present, the worker was asked to see
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her. She began by presenting the family's plans to have the patient
live vdth his relatives in the South, who were all interested in hav¬
ing him, she said. Upon being presented with the nature of the pa¬
tient's condition, she evidently had a great deal of difficulty in
accepting it. As had been requested earlier by Mr, C's physician, a
resident psychiatrist familiar with Mr. C's condition, was called in
to talk with her briefly. When he had pointed out the danger involved
in allowing the patient to leave the hospital, she was still resistive
in a passive way. For example, the doctor Informed her that he felt
that Mr. G might have become disturbed at the prospect of separation
from the hospital, Mrs, L asked whether he could have become upset
because of Joy at the prospect of leaving.
The worker recognized with her the trauma involved in a ccepting
the fact that her brother was severely ill. Later, she obsei^ed that
he had said that he feels much better at home#. With some help, she
was able to recognize his ambivalence toward hospitalization and to
express this in her own words - "I understand; he wants to be.at the
hospital and at the same time, he wants to go home," From this point
on, she was able to plain in a more realistic fashion in the light of
her brother's condition, A week later the worker received letters
from four of Mr, C's siblings in the South. They were able to plan
in terms of Mr, C's need for further treatment prior to his being con¬
sidered for.trial visit in the South,
It was evident that following the medical staff meeting, trial visit
interpretation could not be taken up with the patient directly. Previous¬
ly, his illness had been in fairly good remission and he was confident that
he might leave the hospital. With a state of remission of this tenuous a
nature, tris.1 visit interpretation was begun with the family in order that
they might be more understanding of the patient's fears of separation from
the hospital.
As had been se^i in a previous case, the patient is not always in good
contact even though he might be considered for trial visit. This is not to
imply that caution is not taken to insure that the patient will not be like¬
ly to be a danger to society or to himself. In such a case, it is imperative
that such a patient have an understanding, deeply interested family or other
persons interested in his welfare. Among the reasons for granting trial
visits to some patients is that they have received maximum treatment for
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their psychoses but a basic, lifelong, character disorder often remains.
Such seems to have been true in the case of Mr, D,
The Case of Mr, D
Mr, D, a 38 year old, single, white, Jewish patient was admitted
to the Veterans Administration hospital in October, 1954, His diag¬
nosis was schizophrenic reaction, chronic, severe, manifested by ideas
of reference, delusions of smell, apd of being poisoned. He was hos-^
pitalized previously in Jiine, 1954 upon his complaints, of inability
to breathe, insomnia, unfamiliar faces in the neighborhood, and hear¬
ing a girl friend’s voice emeinate from the television set.
One of the main precipitating factors in Mr, D’s illness, seems
to have been connected with a business investment that proved to be
Tinprofitable. Prior to this venture, he had been associated in bus¬
iness with his brother for eight years following his discharge from
the Anny, Mr. D, was found to have a high average intelligence quo- .
tient with poor insight into his illness,
Mr, D’s family consisted of his parents, two brothers and one
sister. His brother-in-law described the patient as having always
shown queer behavior. Mr. D always sought security through money in
a bizarre kind of way, he said. Often Mr, D spoke of business ventures
in terms of himdreds of thousands of dollars even though this was quite
inappropriate to the situation. Various relatives considered him to
be mentally defective, his brother-in-law added.
Upon the worker’s first interview with him, he smiled inappro¬
priately but seemed in fairly good contact. The worker^ after intro¬
duction, encouraged Mr, D to share his feelings regarding hospitaliza¬
tion. He answered that the hospital was nice, that whenever he had
some problems to discuss, he talked with the doctor, who gave him his
pills. He always did what the doctor said, he added. Upon being asked
how he felt about that, he replied, "Fine, regulations, you know - he
had been told to relax and to just forget what goes on about him."
Shortly after this, he showed evidence of bizarre thinking referring
to patients who read books on the ward while he did not know what kind
of literature the books contained. The worker attempted to shift the
topic to his feelings regarding hospitalization. He stated that he
was well but his brothers said that he was sick. The worker observed
that this must have meant that he came to the hospital against his will
and added that this must have made him angry. He denied this and the
worker wondered if he recalled how he had felt upon being hospitalized
and his smile vanished as he said that he had been frightened. The
worker said that it must have been hard acquainting himself with a new
place and new people. He replied that he was dbill frightened about it.
He had bem hospitalized before and was afraid that when he gets out,
he will have to return to the hospital. Continuing, he stated that he
might have to stay indefinitely the second time while all that he wsuited
to do was to get out and to live like anyone else. He did not seem to
be in a condition to appreciate the worker’s attempts to reassure him
that the fears that he had expressed were normal under the circumstances.
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The worker, however, mentioned the hospital's desire to help him to
remain outside the hospital smd that provisions would be made to have
an understanding person help him once he left the hospital. The
worker later moved to terminate the interview as Mr, D had to attend
an activity at this time. He wotild not allow it as he asked whether
the worker was nervous or in a hurry or something,
Mr, D, went home on a pass shortly after the above interview.
His ward physician received a letter telling of his poor adjustment
while at home. He insisted on shaving in the dark and refused to eat .
meat for fear that it was poisoned. With this information, the medi¬
cal staff decided that he could not be considered for a trial visit at
that time. It was learned, subsequently, that Mr, D evidenced strange
behavior prior to his psychotic break and it was felt that the family’s
attitude toward his illness could be explored more fully,^ Work with
Mr, D was to continue. He remembered the worker's name even thou^
he seemed more depressed than he was during the first interview. He
spoke spontaneously about his last pass. Asked how he felt this pass
had been, he stated that he had become upset while at home. There
was no trace of the empty smile prominent during the first interview.
This had come about because his sister had had a tooth pulled. When
the worker wondered why this might have been, he shook his head. He
prefaced his next statement by calling the worker's name and said,
"There are a lot of things I am afraid of." When the worker attempted
to elicit his specific fears, he retreated to his former pattern of
denial, stating that he Just relaxed and therefore did not think of
his fears.
The ward physician talked with Mr, D's family and fotmd that they
would not likely be amenable to casework help. They did not appear
to want him home on pass or on trial visit in the immediate future.
Although Mr. D was able to share his fears with the worker, his con¬
dition was of such nature that planning for thial visit could not be taken
up with him. His unwillingness to terminate the interview, his remembering
the worker's name after a two weeks interview are indications that he wanted
help with his fears. His statement that he feared indefinite hospitalisaticn
while he wanted to live outside the hospital as othersdo reflected his fear
of the recurrence of illness. There is another aspect - his distrust of the
hospital. He remarked that one always has to stay longer upon his second
hospitalization. This would seem to indicate that he felt that keeping a
patient in the hospital without regard to his response to treatment was an
arbitrary rule of the hospital.
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For some, the days of departure from the hospital may be compared to
the day of the big invasion D-day. After the security of the hospital set¬
ting, the responsibilities inherent in community living loom large to them,
A part of their personalities intensely desires to resTome their former
places there and yet they are afraid.
The Case of Mr. E
Mr, E, a twenty-six year old, married, Negro, Protestant patient
was admitted to the hospital in November, 1954* He was hospitalized
initially in January, 1954 after the onset of his illness. His diag¬
nosis was schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type,
Mr, E, who had a sixth grade education, attained the rank of mas¬
ter sergeant in the Army and was sensitive because of his low academic
standing. He had intended to make the Amgr a career and had served
eight years prior to the advent of his illness. Among the precipitat¬
ing factors was the fact that two fellow soldiers were killed in at¬
tempting to protect Mr, E in battle. He had deep guilt feelings around
these events. Upon stdmission to the previous hospital he expressed
bizarre ideas, felt that he had been dead and that there were snakes
around his neck. Although depressed, he was not assaultive or sui¬
cidal,
Mr. E, married to an Italiem woman around his own age, had three
pre-school age children. The patient was bom out of wedlock as were
several of his other siblings. His mother, step-father and younger
siblings lived in the southern state where he was bom and reared.
His grandmother, aunt and two brothers lived in New York. He and,his
brothers enjoyed positive relationships. This did not extend to his
other relatives in New York, Both he and his wife stated that they
seemed to resent his marrying a person of another race. Mr. E and his
wife appeared to be deeply Interested in each other. He expressed
some guilt over having devoted so much of his time to the Amgr at the
expense of his family,
A somewhat passive man, Mr. E was quiet and guarded until he felt
secure in a relationship. He was in good contact, cooperative, and he
made a few friends during his hospitalization,
Mr, E was seen from mid-December to early February by the worker.
The worker's first Interview concerned his worry around financial
problems facing his family. The second one was held shortly after his
return from a Christmas pass that lasted for two days. He began by
discussing his disappointment that it had only been for that length of
time. His doctor had told him he would have four days, he said. He
was reluctant to acknowledge his anger about this at first but the
worker twice asked how had this made him feel toward the hospital. He
replied that it was the doctor's not the hospital's fault. Upon being
reminded that the doctor is part of the hospital staff, he stated that
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he "got so mad" that he started to remain at home for good, Gestiiring,
he stated that "things were beginning to make him feel that there was
something wrong upstairs sure enough." The worker held the discussion
to this emotionally charged remark. He said that he was well but real¬
ized that he had been ill. When he was in the Amy, he sought medical
attention for his condition but the doctor felt that he was attempting
to avoid responsibility. The worker wondered, in view of his earlier
remark that he was well, why, he decided to return to the hospital.
He then shared some of his problems and fears. "I don't know whether
people will take a dim view of somebody who has been in a mental hos¬
pital," he remarked. The worker observed that he must be speaking of
something about which he was pretty concerned. He winced and he con¬
firmed this adding that he was one who could be called a "Jack-of-all¬
trades" and master of none. The worker remarked that it would seem
that from the discussion, he faced problems if he remained in the hos¬
pital and also if he returned to the community. He said that that was
just the way it was, yet he knew he had responsibilities that only he
could face.
Further discussion revealed that Mr. E was interested in auto
mechanics and had taken a generalized course in the Army, Later, the
worker conferred with the ward physician and counseling psychologist
and plans were discussed and coordinated.
In two subsequent interviews with Mr, E, he again brought up fears
of separation from the hospital. He mentioned his loss of self-confi¬
dence, poor concentration and Impaired memory for recent events. He
attributed this to worrying about his family while he was in the hos¬
pital,. At this point, the technicalities of trial visit were taken up
with him. At this time, in speaking of the ninety day trial visit
period, he used the phrase "when you would be free from the hospital."
He later elaborated, stating that he wanted to be free to make his own
decisions. The worker wondered did he feel that trial visit might pos¬
sibly hinder him from so doing. He answered that though he wanted to
cut off all ties with the hospital, logically he knew that he would
need help. As an example, he stated that he might become ill again
and would need medical attention for which he could not afford to pay.
During the next interview, after having apparently accepted trial
visit in a positive way, Mr. E abruptly expressed preference for a
Maximum Hospital Benefits discharge. Asked if this might represent a
desire to cut off ties with the hospital so as not to be reminded of
his illness, he said that he could not forget it though he might weuit
to. He added that this might reflect a desire for independence on his
part but deep down inside he knew that he needed all the help he could
get. Therefore, Mr, E seemed to accept trial visit without obvious
reservations.
It is obvious that Mr. E's fears were centered aroiuid the possibility
of recurrence of his illness, his reception by the community as well as his
relations with the hospital. Although the worker related these fears to
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the possibility of recurrence of illness, Mr, E practically told him that
he feared loss of identity. He used the work "independence,** Another in¬
sight that he showed was his recognition of the disparity between the in¬
tellectual awareness of the need for help and the emotional acceptance of
the need.
The cases of Mr, F and Mr, G illustrate how often, the post-psychotic
patient adopts negativism and hostility as a defense. He doesn't want to
be hurt again. Though he hungers for a relationship, it is as he feels
that to partake of one would be •'forbidden fruit.••
The Case of Mr, F
Mr. F, a 34 year old, married patient of Polish descent became
ill, while in the Army. In 1949, while overseas, he began to have de¬
lusions as to his wife's infidelity. This was based on letters from
an unknown source (later it was learned that they were from his wife's
sister). His productions were not regarded as being S3rmptomatic of
illness at that time. By the latter part of 1953, however, he began
to experierice more severe and disturbing symptoms. He was hospital¬
ized in early 1954 with a diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction, par¬
anoid type. Upon admission, he was confused, delusional, illogical,
and showed ideas of reference. During his couPse of hospitalization
he showed indifference to the hospital environment but it was noted
that his hostility subsided somewhat.
Mental illness was rampant in Mr. F's family. Three of his sib¬
lings required hospitalization for such a condition. His mother was
alleged to have been an alcoholic. Mr, F's wife was hospitalized for
a psychotic episode in early 1954 and her hospitalization lasted for
five months.
Mr, F had already been approved for trial visit when the case was
assigned to the worker for contact with his family. The staff recom¬
mended that he go home on a one week pass before going on trial visit.
After introductions and a statement of the purpose of the inter¬
view, Mr, F talked spontaneously.' He stood staring out of the Window
(though participating) then he turned and asked if one always had to
have plans before leaving the hospital, "About trial visit," he added,
"I might not be able to get a job right away." He did not accept the
suggestion that perhaps a week's pass would enable him to sxirvey the
situation. Later, the worker pointed out that the staff attempted to
take a realistic viewpoint in that it was not expected that he could
be able to carry out all his plans. The role of the liason worker
was presented to him as a possible means of support should he desire
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it. He said that "dropping by" to see the social worker might not be
such a bad idea.
Later in the interview Mr, F asked abruptly whether his family
could send him back to the hospital. His ovm role in deciding this,
along with the help of the liason worker, was pointed out to him.
When Mr, F was seen again, the worker went into a discussion of
trial visit mechanics with him. Later, he stated that he would just
put things in his family's heinds .and let it go‘at that. When it was
observed that he must have feelings of his own, he said that he could
accept his family's suggestions but not those of an outsider. It
seemed ais if he was indirectly referring to the liason socihl worker
so this was brought to his attention. He stated that he would share
general problems but not family problems should he have family prob¬
lems.
As the interview progressed, the topic centered on Mr, F's ill¬
ness, He stated that he waa well and had been all the while. Asked
the reason for his hospitalization, he was silent before replying
heatedly that the hospital breaks one up inside, "It takes something
out of you," he said, and that was the reason that he planned to let
the hospital figure things out for him. The worker remarked that this
must make him very angiy toward the hospital. He denied that and said
that he felt that the staff knew their business. The worker referred
to his statement of not having a voice as to whether he needed hospi¬
talization and suggested that perhaps the staff felt that he was in a
better position to participate in his own planning. Answering in a
subdued tone of voice, he said,."Oh, I know you people can't do any¬
thing a patient wants when he wants it - like letting him out for
instance. If you do you might as well not be running a hospital."
Thereafter, Mr, F seemed to be more receptive to trial visit interpre¬
tation. His family was unwilling to auivance any plans for him and seemed
generally indifferent to him, however, and trial visit planning had to be
postponed. The aid of the liason worker was sought in working with the
family.
The Case of Mr, G
Mr, G, a 45 year old single. Catholic patient with a diagnosis of
schizophrenic reaction, paranoid type, was trainsferred to the hospital
in October, 1950, He made a career of military service having at¬
tained the rank of warrant officer. The onset of illness was related
to the death of a mentally ill brother whom he had once given a book
on psychiatry, Mr, G felt responsible for his brother's death due to
his having been made upset by the book.
Upon admission to the previous hospital, Mr, G was depressed,
apprehensive and he expressed suicidal ideas. During his course of
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hospitalization, he continued to show the schizophrenic syndrome al¬
though his symptoms became milder. Mr. G was neat, soft spoken, aloof
and somewhat passive. Mr. G’s brother described him as the kind that
no one coxild ever tell anything. Tests showed that he had superior
intelligence although he was functioning below capacity.
Mr. G’s trial visit had already been approved by the staff when
the case was assigned to the worker. He was to leave the hospital
within a week. Other team members had already begun working with him.
The counseling psychologist informed the worker that Mr. G was very
apprehensive at the prospect of being seen by the liason worker,- He
noticed that when he accompemied Mr, G to the State Employmeht Office,
he had asked whether the representative there was thb liason social
worker that would see him. This fear was further borne out during
his first contact with the hospital worker. He remarked, "If you're
to see me at my home, you had better hurry and become acquainted as
I'm leaving the hospital soon.
In the discussion of trial visit technicalities, he denied having
strong feelings regarding any point, including seeing the liason work¬
er. Asked what he considered the purpose of trial visit to b e, he
answered, "It's one way of returning you to the hospital." When the
worker was silent, he asked whether the liason worker would decide
this in case he needed to return. He added, "Oh, don't mind, I can
talk about ny illness. I know there is a possibility that I might be¬
come ill again." This was taken up with him with regard to the role
of the liason worker. He then asked whether the worker would send a
report on him every week. The worker encouraged him to tell how he
saw the role of the liason worker. When he spoke in terms of the lia¬
son worker helping with problems, the worker observed that it would
be hard to think of him as a helping person should his job be to check
up on him. He replied that he knew that the social worker is not a
detective, but he thought that reports would be sent to the hospital.
During the next Interview, Mr. G spontaneously mentioned his fear
that his hospitalization would become community knowledge. He quickly
added that he was thinking of this for his family's protection and not
his own. The worker wondered if he felt that being seen by the worker
would interfere witti his desire to keep this information private. He
said that he did not know, however, the worker assured him that this
desire would be respected. He still denied real concern about this,
stating that he did not conceal this information from curious souls and
that he even had recited to them the fact that he was hospitalized.
Mr. G was very efficient clerically and was a clerical worker in
the Army but it was felt that this type of work would be inadvisable
for him and that some other line would have a less deleterious effect
on his condition. In discussing job plans, the worker wondered whether
he had any doubts about seeking a job in the civilian labor market
after having been in the Army so many years. He said that he had lost
much of his self-confidence, his recall of recent events was poor and
that he had difficulties in his interpersonal relationships,. Describ¬
ing himself as "cold" and aloof, he then went into details in terms
of how these limitations might affect his job possibilities. Later,
he was able to move toward acceptance of the help offered by the
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liason worker in this case.
In both the case of Mr, F and of Mr, G, aside from fears of the recur¬
rence of illness, fears of a negative community reception, there was a no¬
ticeable fear of the authoritative aspects of the hospital. When their
punitive, negative concepts were counteracted by the warmth and the inter¬
est of the worker, they showed signs of a willingness to modify them. An¬
other factor in this was that the worker refrained from attacking their
negative concepts but instead offered new and positive ones which they had
the option to accept or reject.
The next three cases may be broadly classified as showing signs of
euphoria, A patient with a facade of joviality and well-being presents a
difficult problem for the inexperienced worker in that they are often adept
at concealing their underlying problems. This facade sometimes represents
a defense against a deeper relationship.
The Case of Mr. H
Mr. H, a 19 year old, single, white Protestamt patient was trans¬
ferred from a previous hospital in June, 1954» having been hospitalized
originally in February, 1954. His diagnosis was schizophrenic reac¬
tion, catatonic type. Within a week after his induction into the Army,
he evidenced queer behavior, stated that he heard voices, talked to
himself and had spells of crying. During his course of hospitalization
he was quiet, cooperative, friendly and in good contact,
Mr. H*s family seemed to disintegrate with the death of his mother
during the latter part of 1953, Of his seven siblings, the yoimger
ones were placed in a foster home maintained by the state. One went
to live with an aimt in the South. His father, who was alleged to be
an alcoholic, shared an apartment with his twenty-one year old son,
Mr, H was very affable during the first interview that the worker
held with him. He seemed to relate well from the beginning. Later,
in discussing trial visit, the worker encouraged him to share his con¬
cept of its purposes or any thinking he might have with regard to it.
He mentioned the ninety-day trial visit period and said that he under¬
stood that he would be seen by the social worker daily. The worker
requested that he share his feelings about this. He answered that it
was all rightj the social worker would know best whether he needed to
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retiirn to the hospital. He added that he certainly would not return
on his own accord. After attempting to clarify the frequency of the
liason worker’s visits, the topic of discussion centered around his
feelings on the possibility of rehospitalization. He said that it was
nice to know that there wag a bed waiting for him in case he needed it.
The positive security aspects of trial visit indicated confidence that
that chances for his adjustment seemed good, he said.
The worker referred to Mr, H’s earliest statement with regard to
the social worker's determining his need to return to the hospital.
Asked as to whether he saw this as the liason social worker's rold, he
answered in the affirmative. The worker then was able to present the
liason worker as being someone interested in helping him to remain
outside,
Mr, H stated that he did not suiticlpate any problems in the com¬
munity' which he would be unable to handle, "Many people feel that
having been in a mental hospital is a disgrace, but I feel it's like
any other illness,« he stated,
Mr, H was seen briefly on the day that he was to leave the hos¬
pital. He again expressed anxiety over the possible recurrence of
his illness and his return to the hospital. It was pointed out to him
that he, along with the support of the social worker, could decide
whether he felt the need for further treatment. This seemed to allay
his fear somewhat and he remarked that he then had more self-confidence.
The Case of Mr, I
Mr, I, a 32 year old, single, white patient with a diagnosis for
dementia praecox, sinqjle type in partial remission was admitted to the
hospital in September, 1954. Previously he had been hospitalized for
four months in 1949-50 after having grabbed a strange, middle aged
woman on the street. As this was interpreted as a result of a sexually
assaultive act, he was hospitalized by the order of the court at the
woman's request. During his course of hospitalization, he was described
as inadequate, immature and with emotional flattening. In the sixteen
months following his discharge from the previous hospital, he had
twelve different Jobs. Dviring his course of hospitalization, he was
in good contact, cooperative and very poprilar on his ward,
Mr, I's mother died while he was in the Army in 1945. Until the
latter part of 1954> Mr, I's maternal grandmother, father, and uncle
shared the home owned by the former. Although he had four uncles and
an aunt, one married tincle, Mr. C. L. shared the most interest in him
and he was respected by Mr, I above his father. While in the hospital
both his grandmother and his father died within four months of each
other. Although he was somewhat depressed after each death, he stated
that "being bom and dying are natural things - they lived a full life."
Mr, I, a very garrulous patient, attributed his voluntary hospital¬
ization to somatic ailments such as his infected ear, an eye condition,
and to "nervousness." In further discussion of his condition, he vol¬
unteered that he had had difficulties in interpersonal relationships
in the past. The main thing was that he kept things to himself and did
not talk much, he told the worker. He had become older and could face
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life, he added.
In mid-December, the medical staff felt that trial visit plans
could be started with Mr, I, During the second interview, he again
went into discussion of his somatic ailments. Questioned as to his
reason for voluntarily entering the hospital, he stated that the
reason he sought help was because of excessive masturbation in addi¬
tion to his aforementioned complaints. Previously, he had been wor¬
ried about it but had been told by a physician that the practice was
most harmful.
During January, 1955, Mr, I’s father died suddenly as a result
of a heart attack. He was seen nearly a week after his return to the
hospital from a leave of absence. He seemed depressed as he told the
worker that he had had so much bad news that he had become hardened
to it. He also expressed some hostility toward the hospital for de¬
laying a minor operation he was to have.
When he was seen again in early February, Mr. I displayed little
affect over the death of his father. He stated that he missed his
father but could stand on his own feet. Later, in discussing possible
changes in plans as a result of his father's death, he stated that he
intended to be a hospital orderly. This was his third or fourth
chamge in Job plans. After informing him that no attempts were being
made to influence his decision, worker wondered about the frequency
of changes. He then shared his concern with what regular employers
might think of his being in the hospital. "Maybe you and I understand
that everyone in this hospital isn't crazy," he explained, "but that
might not be true as far as what people in the community think," Con¬
tinuing, he stated that he told friends that he was hospitalized because
he needed a rest, "If I told them I was here because something is wrong
with my head, they probably wouldn't speak to me." Employers wouldn't
understand either, he added. He paused before stating that someone
could let an employer know that he that he had been nervous, gotten
better, but would still have trouble keeping up the fast pace of work,
in response to worker's question as to how he felt that the hospital
might help him. He was informed of the hospital's interest in offertng
any assistaince possible in this area.
As the interview terminated, Mr, I observed that the worker had
helped him in a lot of ways- "Just by talking." Requested to explain
what he had reference to, he said that he meant the help the worker
had given in the restoration of his self-confidence.
The Case of Mr, J
Mr, J, a 22 year old, single, white. Catholic patient with a diag¬
nosis of schizophrenic reaction, chronic, undifferentiated type, was
admitted to the hospital in September, 1954. Following his Army dis¬
charge in January, 1953, he was committed to a previous hospital after
impulsively striking a strange man on the street following an argument
with his parents, Mr, J explained that he heard the man mumbling and
thought that he had called his mother a vile name. He was placed on
convalescent leave from the previous hospital in July, 1953. After
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nearly a year at home from.the previous hospital, ideas of reference
returned. Unable to make more than a marginal adjustment, he was re¬
turned to the previous hospital in September, 1954» After a few days,
he was transferred to a Veterans Administration hospital at the re¬
quest of his parents. During his course of hospitalization, he was
logical, coherent and well oriented in all spheres,
Mr. J, the only child of an Italian metal decorator and his wife
of Irish descent, almost completed high school before enlishing in the
Air Force. His father was able to move toward, acceptance of his son’s
illness but appeared to be an unassertive person under the domination
of his wife. She made little effort to conceal her rejection of Mr.
J. She made a statement that she once held high hopes for him but
had become resigned to his illness.
The worker's first contacts with Mr, J consisted of his reviewing
hiS social activities and frenzied tour of night clubs on his several
passes and leaves. He too^ an acadanic course in the hospital in or¬
der to complete high school and he felt that when the course was over,
he could leave the hospital.
In early November, 1954» when the worker moved into a discussion
of trial visit interpretation, he became upset and stated that he was
to have an opportunity to get a Maximum Hospital Benefits discharge
from the hospital. Shouting, he stated, "I go to activities and co¬
operate with everyone here. You ought to give me a Maximum Hospital
Benefits discharge," The worker attempted to point out the advantage
o? trial visit,. He replied that he had been ready for discharge at
the previous hospital and had been told so but had been sent to this
hospital. He became excited again and poxmding the table for emphasis,
he informed the worker that his doctor said that he could leave the
hospital via Majcimum Hospital Benefits discharge. He stated that he
knew his parents wanted him home at least five times during the inter¬
view.
When Mr, J was again seen, he was euphoric, stated that everything
was fine and he agreed for the worker to talk with his parents who were
to visit shortly. His parents visited buthe failed to inform them that
the worker wished to speak with them.
As the above contacts indicate, the worker was unable to establish
more than a superficial relationship with Mr, J. The worker then attempted
to reevaluate the dynamics involved in order that real help might be given.
First, he seemed to have a punitive, unrealistic concept of the motives of
the hospital based on his previous hospital experience and therefore feared
trial visit. Apparently, he was totally unprepared for a transfer to the
Veterans Administration hospital and he seemed to feel that trial visit
was a means to return him to the hospital.
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Another problem area that seemed to contribute to his rigid demand
for a Maximum Hospital Benefits discharge centered around his fear of re¬
jection by his parents. To him, it seemed such a discharge would solve his
problem as this would be evidence that he was no longer ill. He would thus
be able to regain the affection and acceptance of his parents.
After his return from a one week leave, Mr. J launched into a
review of his social activities when seen by the worker. The worker
did not respond to this directly but wondered how he had felt during
his longest leave from the hospital. He stated that he felt relaxed.
When the worker asked whether he had felt that way all the time dur¬
ing his stay, he answered simply, "No". The worker asked in what
ways had he been relaxed. He spoke of his anxiety in crowds and the
hustle and bustle of New York.
Although Mr. J was not so adamant with regard to a Maximum Hos¬
pital Benefits discharge, he was still resistive to trial visit. He
stated that if smything went wrong, his parents would surely return
him to the hospital.
When Mr. J was seen in mid-December, 1954» he presented his usual
facade of joviality. The worker began by referring to the previous
interview and his statement with regard to becoming upset in crowds.
He replied that perhaps he had expected too much of himself. "I can
go for a while and then blow up, I don’t know why that is," he said.
The worker asked whether he felt the hospital had helped him in this
area. He proceeded to name hospital activities such as recreaticmal
and educational facilities. The worker did not respond to this but
guided the topic to the factors precipitating hospitalization. He
stated simply that he had difficulties in getting a job. His demeeinor
was more serious, and speaking slowly, he continued. He had tried
everywhere but "nothing doing" so he had time on his hands and he be¬
came upset. The worker remarked that this must have caused him to
become angry with himself. He agreed and related that one more in¬
cident during this period was that he became angry with a man who had
bumped into him and an argument followed. He had shoved the man into
a seat. His parents became really frightened and his mother finally
convinced him of the need for rehospitalization. At first, he did not
want to go but they told him that he needed a rest. His laugh was hol¬
low and sarcastic as he said, "You know it's really humorous, I laugh
at it sometime now, but if they really thought that I needed a rest,
why did't they send me to a rest horned" The worker said that in view
of this, he must have had strong feelings about being transferred to
this hospital. He stated that he had been discharged from the pre¬
vious hospital and had also been seen by a social worker. He was sub¬
sequently told that he needed euiother month of hospitalization but he
observed that three months have passed. The worker observed that if
this had been the case, he could vmderstand his resentment. This seemed
to strike a responsive chord. The worker wondered if he thought the
same thing would happen should he leave this hospital. He smiled and
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said that he intended to try awfully hard not to get caught but added
that he always seemed to "blow up". The worker asked if that was how
he saw trial visit, as a way of catching him and returning him to the
hospital. After a monent, he said, "The first time I blow up, my
mother will return me to the hospital." He quickly added that he and
his parents talked things over and they were interested in him. The
worker saw this as an opportunity to offer him the use of the liason
worker. He stated that talking things over helped and wondered if he
felt that he would be able to talk with another person once he was
sure they were interested in him. The liason worker was presented in
terms of one who would be interested in helping him remain outside the
hospital and one who would not expect things to go smoothly all the
time, Mr, J's own role in this was emphasized. He became so enthu¬
siastic that he asked several questions withou'^ waiting for a reply.
One significant question was whether the worker would also see his
parents from time to time. He indicated that he wanted this for rea¬
sons that seem to be obvious.
Even though Mr, J's trial visit was not imminent, arrangements
were made for him to meet the liason worker before the latter left
the hospital. The dsmeimlcs were explained to the worker. He later
arranged to see Mr. J's parents but was vinable to help Mr, J in mod¬
ifying her negative feelings toward her son,
Mr, J, however, was able to see trial visit in a positive light,
to plan in terms of a trial visit. There was every indication that he
accepted it emotionally thereafter.
In classifying the ten cases studied, it was found that the ages of
the patients ranged from eighteen to forty-five, with a median age of 27.9
years. Four of the patients had a diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia and
the remainder of them had diagnoses as follows; catatonic schizophrenia,
one patientJ hebephrenic, one patient; simple schizophrenia, one patient;
and undifferentiated types of schizophrenia, three patients.
It was found that, with two exceptions, one category of fear expressed
by the patients was accompanied by another related fear category. In half
of the cases, fear of the possible recTorrence of illness was combined with
a noticeable fear of the authoritative aspects of the hospital. In two cases
fear of the recurrence of illness was accompanied by a fear of community re¬
ception of illness. In the two cases in which a sole fear existed, it was
felt that there were also related, underlying fears, although the worker
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was not able to work with them in these areas due to the nature of their
illnesses. One patient feared the authoritative aspects of the hospital,
while smother feared community reaction to illness. Obviously, these fears
stem from their sunbivalence and fear of recujrrence of illness. This was
not shown on the chart as the worker was not able to work with them in
this area.
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This writer has attempted to examine some of the fears which the pa¬
tients in this study faced at the prospect of separation from a neuro¬
psychiatric hospital and how they were helped with these fears. It appeared
to this writer that these fears might be categorized broadly as follows*
(1) fear of environmental reception of them because of their illnesses, (2)
fear of the authoritative aspects of the hospital, and, (3) fear of the
possible recurrence of illness. Although the main body of these fears ap¬
peared to center around the last named category, the other two were suffi-
oioitly large tributaries to warrant separate examination. These categories,
stemming from fear of recurrence of illness, were mutually interrelated. If
the social worker should attempt to help the patient to handle these fears
solely in one area he would likely find that he had not dealt with the
whole problem. To give an example - should the social worker concentrate
on the recurrence of illness, to the exclusion of other fear categories,
the patient might regard him as an understanding person, but one who is
limited by hospital policies.
In the ten cases studied, fear of the recurrence of illness was the
most prevalent fear. As the chart has shown, this fear was predominant in
eight of the cases. Fear of the authoritative aspects of the hospital was
dominant in seven cases and fear of the community's reception was dominant
in three cases. It was noted that often another category of fear was pres¬
ent along with the dominant one. Most often the fear of recurrence of ill¬
ness was accompanied by a fear of the authoritative aspects of the hospital.
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It might have been significant that this combination was noted in those
cases (with one exception) where the patient had a diagnosis of schizo¬
phrenic reaction, paranoid type. Suspicion that the hospital staff desired
to have him returned to the hospital might have been residual of the dis¬
ease syndrome.
Some of the patients included in the study were more resistive to at¬
tempts to build a relationship with them than others. This often included
an attempt to conceal underlying fears by denial or euphoria. In each case
however, it was noted by the writer that the relationship was strengthened
when their basic, underlying fears were recognized and dealt with. Even
though their patterns of response were, in some cases, that of denial, with
patience and interest on the part of the worker, they were able to move to¬
ward acceptance of help. This was dramatically illustrated in the case of
Mr, k, who consistently denied fears and problems until the last interview.
As has been noted in the first chapter of this study, often clues to the
underlying fears were found in the patient's communications, both verbal
amd motor. In the latter category were included facial expressions and
gestures.
This writer noted that in attempting to help these patients modify
some of their negative preceptions regarding the authoritative aspects of
the hospital, a great deal of sensitivity was needed. As Elsie Stephens
has pointed out, patients usually fear the loss of identity as a person.
It was the writer's opinion that some of them included in this study were
reluctant to give up negative perceptions of the hospital for this reason.
The writer felt that by simply offering a new set of concepts (with the
clear understanding by the patient that he had the right to reject them)
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the patient cotild retain his sense of identity.
In attempting to help the patient with his fears aroiind the possibil-
ity of recurrence of illness and around community reception of him, ef-
forts to give reassurance should be carefully planned. The writer learned
that premature or unfounded attempts at reassurance could have the opposite
effect from those intended. It could set. the relationship back, as a pa¬
tient can often sense that the worker, did not really listen to his problem,
or that he did not consider them to be important.
Another conclusion reached by the writer was that the utilization of
hospital resources in an imaginative way, geared to these patients’ indi¬
vidual needs, was an important skill in helping them. It was brought out
in the case of Mr. J how this was used as a tool in alleviating his fear
of the authoritative aspects of .the hospital.
In addition to working with the immediate hospiteJ. team, the worker
often helps to prepare the patient to accept help from these who might be
interested in him upon his return to the community. All of these factors
were vital parts in helping the patient to return to his community with a
minimum of fear which would likely sabotage his efforts at readjustment*
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